


THE WORLD’S LARGEST 
FULLY ONLINE BANK BY CUSTOMER BASE*

Tinkoff is the world’s largest fully online bank with

around 8 mln customers across Russia. The Tinkoff

financial ecosystem offers a full range of financial

and lifestyle services for individuals and businesses

via its mobile app and web interface.

In 2017, The Banker named Tinkoff Russia’s Bank of

the Year, while in 2018, Global Finance named

Tinkoff the world’s Best Consumer Digital Bank.

Founded in 2006 by Oleg Tinkov,

one of Russia’s best-known entrepreneurs



Tinkoff bank is well-known for it’s product - black debit card. This 

product works amazing to welcome users inside Tinkoff’s ecosystem.

The card represents a gateway to the Bank’s financial supermarket and 

ecosystem, and can be used to buy securities, take out cash loans, 

receive a salary and much more.

make bloggers across Russia present black debit card to 

their followers and make them order those cards



We decided to go for the CPA project with Tinkoff bank. The target action is: release the debit card and 

motivate transactions. 

Bloggers were free in content development for a bank, with strict moderation

Perfluence was paid only when somebody ordered debit card and made 1st transaction. We were not 

paid for a post or stories - only for real results

Within the first test month we:
made 170 posts about the product

posts acquired 132 249 likes, 7160 comments on instagram

campaign approximately reached 1 310 915 instagram users

within this campaign our bloggers released more than 400 debit cards
with a cost of a new client for Tinkoff less than $45.

the overall cost per card was equal to the results of classic performance channels

as a reminder: we were paid only for released cards.
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Perfluence is #1 influencers’ affiliate network and performance 

influence marketing agency

We work with bloggers across the World and make them sell 

your products, not just post about them

We use performance-approach for influence marketing

Our clients pay for actions and get brand awareness (likes, 

comments, PR) for free

INTERESTED?

Let’s discuss your project:

k.@perfluence.io

REQUEST DEMO

of our bloggers’ affiliate
network at:

k.@perfluence.io


